Create new pedestrian and cycling bridges across the Yarra River.


Develop a new Cultural Gateway at Bulleen Industrial Precinct. Integrate cultural uses with employment uses.*

Redevelop the former Bulleen Drive-in site as open space or conservation*.

Deliver open space or recreation at the Bulleen Golf Driving Range site and adjoining properties.

Deliver open space and recreation at 165 Templestowe Road and adjoining private land.

Investigate duplication of Templestowe Road.

Redevelop the Yarra Valley Country Club to include a new cultural place. Facilitate some residential uses. Restore and link remnant indigenous landscapes.


Proposed improvements

- Expansion of parklands/ecological connections/potential active recreation
- Potential development opportunities
- Cultural ‘core’
- Expanded cultural place
- Potential new cultural place
- Cultural Gateway
- Proposed walking path
- Proposed cycling path
- Road widening/duplication
- Signalised intersection
- Left in/right in/left out intersection
- Proposed bridge connection

*Subject to North East Link Project Infrastructure requirements
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